INTERPRETATION 13

INTERPRETING HISTORICAL SENSE

S

omeone with a good historical sense, indeed with a graduate degree in history, spoke
to me this morning gloomily, in a repetition of stuff in the writings of Larry Dossey,
about the massive sickness of humanity and its present cumulative dynamic.1 I presume

that present low of the longer cycle of decline is someway—yes, this is our problem, isn’t it?—
familiar (you in the family, in some sense of in) to you?
The distracting conversation paradoxically helped me as I moved to consider the task I
had set myself, a ten-week climb in horizon-shift for myself and in expression nudging you
towards interpreting historical sense, and at this beginning stage to seriously read the odd
quaternity of words, historical sense as data.
Those four words go with the previous words that I picked out, at the end of the fourth
essay, to steer us forward: “analogous to common sense there is a historical sense.” 2 The trick
focal word that I am introducing now is data, the plural of datum, the given. I recall on previous
occasions writing about it in the context of that strange difficult chapter 13 of Insight. I quote
the relevant passage immediately. “The given is defined, not by appealing to sensitive process,
but by the pure desire regarding the flow of empirical consciousness as the materials for its
operation.”3
That sentence is one horrific challenge of reading! Think of the deepest what, elusively
in you, guarding and regarding, within your present horizon, the unknown field.
But back to the morning’s distraction in the works Larry Dossey. There was the
apparently simple question for me of, well, settling on something within the two extremes of
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making this a massive single essay or breaking our climb, my horizon shifting and its footscape
to you, into: well, a succession of three-page ventures. The latter idea is concretely imaged for
me by my recalling a little book that had precisely that structure: Introducing Critical Thinking.4
Musing further over Larry Dossey helped me. A book-length essay would no more help you,
methinks, than Dossey’s recent work, One Mind: How Our Individual Mind Is Part of a Greater
Consciousness and Why It Matters.5
Is that claim about Dossey not a rather arrogant one? Yet I would extend the claim to an
increasing flow of writing that weaves good and bad suggestions about life and history around
truncatedly identified data, a massive tangle of initial meanings. The tangle provides
comfortable comforting support for common sense’s settledness in the same zone. Is this what
Sorokin meant by sensate culture? But my interest is not in further tanglings with initial meanings,
like meshing Sorokin and Dossey and the human genome project and so on, but in you noting
a fulsome ethos that makes it pretty impossible for your common sense to be anything more
than an increasingly minimally-sufficient mode of thinking and talking in these end centuries
of the negative Anthropocene Age. We need to pause, to be forced to pause, over the horrors
of this reign of common sense in parishes and parliaments, in schools and saloons, if we are
to begin to find enlightened courage to replace historical sense by heuristically-supported
historical understanding. Perhaps it helps to think of what I am doing as putting the reading
of the beginning of Insight chapter 6 after the reading of chapter seven, after Lonergan’s nudge
to taste present decay. Indeed, the “after” can helpfully be made very particular, in that the
end of chapter seven presents us, if we are now a little attuned 6 to think as we read, with a
discomforting meshing of initial meanings. “Common sense relates things to us; our account
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of common sense relates it to its neural basis and relates aggregates and successions of
instances of common sense to one another.”7
Does this not give us a fresh initial meaning for the challenge of those nine words:
“analogous to common sense there is a historical sense”?8 But the crisis is the need to
somehow shake off globally, shed the international snake-skin, break through—yes, a better
metaphor!—the chrysalis of thin naming to a butterfly reality of caring understanding that
would seriously begin the positive Anthropocene Age.9
But, heavens, I might as well be bubbling along in Dossey-speak about shifting global
Eras!10 Such speak does not face the task of finding a luminous relating of aggregates11 and
successions of the chemistry of whatting. Where am I, are we, to begin? Well, Lonergan
suggests that “study of an organism begins from the thing-for-us, for the organism as exhibited
to our senses,”12 but he does so after a climb of five hundred pages. Perhaps we could make a
start after that discomforting bridge that he thinks of as key to starting chapter 6? 13 Perhaps
we could make a less discomforting start on some simpler version of the second page of Insight,
chapter 6, and in doing that be more concrete—if less demanding—about attitude than
Lonergan.14 Instead of assuming nice parenting and schooling all the way up from kindergarten
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to post-grad and beyond, let us have the horrid realism of “the longer cycle of decline”15 up
front. So I replace Lonergan’s positive poise, “My dear, you cannot understand that yet” with
a sad sequence that has echoes way up through education to conferences of higher learning.16
‘What is that Mammy? Asks the child visiting the zoo.
‘A Wallaby, dear,’ answers the mother, after a quick glance at the notice under
the cage.
‘What is a wallaby, Mammy?’
“That is, dear.’
‘Why, Mammy?’17
My recommended effort is a different beginning to the invitation to common sense to
rise out of conventional truncated mud on all levels.18 The rest of the Wealth of Self and Wealth
of Nations, apart from the Epilogue,19 backed off from the challenge: it was an introductory
text.20
Now, fifty years later, I think realistically about the road to lifting historical sense out of
the mud and see that same chapter three as a possible beginning, to be followed by a more
enlightened plunge into Insight chapter 7. I do not want to get lost in detail here: think of the
difficultly of avoiding thin commonsense reading of Insight 6.2.2, on “The Biological Pattern
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of Experience.”21 It is brilliantly dense and only makes scientific sense to a reader way past
“study of an organism begins.”22 An initial rescue of the Lonergan community from vague
historical sense needs the push of the first five chapters of Insight that I shrunk into chapter 3
of Wealth of Self.
There may be equivalent pedagogical ventures, but generally the introductory literature
on Lonergan slips past the horizon of science. No doubt that will be remedied in the years to
come.
The venture into Wealth of Self, chapter 3, backed by the book’s Epilogue, “Being and
Loneliness,” leads quite naturally to my pointing, in the next essay, to the need to face a
challenge of symbolization. But here I must end with a doubt about the follow-up on an effort
to get methodological thinking into the mediation of science that was a clear necessity for
Lonergan, a follow up in some form equivalent to my own, a follow up that I see, concretely,
as something that will only be a serious effective invitation to the next generations. We need a
small step for mankind by those interested in Lonergan: Lonergan cannot stay in its no-man’s
land.23 My doubt is symbolized in the story of Naaman in 2 Kings 5. There is a leprosy in
Lonergan studies, a leprosy that resides in a historical sense that flows quite naturally from an
arrogant common sense. Naaman was indignant (verse 11) about the notion of bathing in an
insignificant river. Need I recall the nudge of the first paragraph of Insight? “Too many people
felt it beneath them to direct their efforts to apparently trivial problems.”
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